
Ready to create the perfect Photo Canvas with Canvas Factory? Here we give you a step 
by step guide for how to make sure your photo canvas turns out perfect every time!

HAVE QUESTIONS? CONTACT US & LET US HELP YOU PLACE AN ORDER 
TODAY!

HD Metal » Your selected image is printed on stunning metal sheets specially treated 
to prevent corrosion, ideal for both indoors and outdoors.

Acrylic » A lightweight, yet durable plexiglass designed to preserve and enhance your 
beautiful photos.

Canvas » For a classic look, choose our high-quality 380GSM canvas stretched across a 
1.2" frame. Prints are delivered ready to hang. We can offer you the finish you prefer, 
including a Gallery Wrap (the sides of the frame as a continuation of the image), Solid 
Colour Wrap (the sides are a solid colour of your choice), or Mirror Wrap (the sides are a 
mirror of your image). Or, if you have a specific wrapping request, contact us to discuss 
your requirements.

There are several styles to choose from when it comes to custom photo 
canvas art. Select from a range of styles, including Single Prints, Split 
Image Prints, Wall Displays, or Photo Collages. Then decide which size 
and shape will work best for you in your space. Keep in mind the size of 
wall space you're working with and browse through some of our real-life 
customer examples!

Now for the most important part; your photos! At Canvas Factory, we 
have a database of 25 million free images you can use to build your 
gallery at home. Or, if you wish to use photos of your own, just ensure 
they are high quality and high-resolution photos, otherwise your 
image may look blurry when it is blown up to a larger size. For the 
best result, your photos should have 300ppi (pixels per inch). We also 
want to make sure you choose a brightly-lit photograph without too 
many dark shadows.

Unsure about the quality of your images? For just a few extra dollars, you can 
have a designer manually check the quality of your photos and make sure that 
everything looks amazing and is sized correctly. When cropping or editing your 
images, you might unknowingly crop out important parts of your image or 
stretch your images so they become blurry. An expert can fix any compositional 
or editing errors and make adjustments so that each photo looks exactly the 
way you want it.

That's it! Once you're happy with the dimensions and photo choices for your print, 
add your order to the cart, enter any promo codes you have, and you're on your way to 
receiving your high-quality photo prints in no time. We make the process as easy and 
straightforward as possible so that you can enjoy your photo canvas sooner than ever.
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